Weddings and ceremonies are magical events here at The Inn.

We offer 4-star guestroom

accommodations for up to 38 people and two separate areas for your reception. You may choose
to get married onsite at Inn at Occidental or at the Occidental Community Church, immediately next
door. St. Phillip the Apostle Catholic church, recently restored, is two blocks north of The Inn.
There are outdoor options nearby as well.

We look forward to welcoming you and your guests and will work with you to ensure that your
special day will be stress-free, fun and most of all, the most memorable occasion of your life.
The Dining Room & Patio
Capacity: 48 - 60 people, sit down
Facility: Dining Room and 20x20 outdoor patio

The Dining Room, on the ground level of the Inn, can be furnished with a maximum of eight round
English Oak tables and 48 high-backed Windsor chairs. Forty-eight guests may be accommodated
in the Dining Room with additional seating on the adjoining 400 square foot outdoor patio for a
maximum of 60 people.

The patio is accessible through three sets of French doors from the Dining Room, as well as from
the street.

The patio is an excellent location for passed hors d’oeuvres and a wine reception.

there is a chance of inclement weather, a tent can be rented to cover the entire patio.

If

A dance floor is available and can be rented for the patio, depending on the total number of guests.
Music is permitted until 9 p.m.
Renting Rooms

While there is no obligation to rent any of the guest rooms, many guests choose to stay at the
Inn. We ask that if you are planning to rent any rooms, the Sonoma Cottage be rented first.
The two-bedroom vacation house is adjacent to the Dining Room and Patio and provides a

perfect gathering place before and after your party. Children of any age are allowed in the
Cottage, but only children ages two and older are permitted in the Inn’s other guestrooms. This

restriction is waived for a complete Inn buyout.. As a courtesy to other Inn guests, we limit the
number of rooms any single group may reserve to a total of 8 rooms plus the Sonoma Cottage.
Renting the Entire Inn and Courtyard

Capacity: 110 sit down, in the Courtyard
Facility: Courtyard Garden for your ceremony or reception
Veranda, Dining Room and its outdoor patio for buffet, bar, or dance area
The Courtyard is the perfect place for an outdoor reception or ceremony. The Courtyard can seat
a maximum of 110 people comfortably at 11 round tables. It is surrounded by a lovely garden and
requires little decoration. A fountain in the center provides additional ambiance.
There is space for a dance floor in the Southwest corner of the Courtyard.

If the wedding will

continue into the evening, we recommend renting portable heaters. If there is a chance of inclement
weather, a tent can be rented that will cover the entire courtyard.

Use of the garden courtyard for a ceremony and reception does require a complete Inn buyout of
two nights for weekends.
Policies & Details
The Inn will coordinate all your rentals and provide set-up and clean-up. For more detailed
information please contact the Inn for the Inn’s detailed wedding packet.

Music

Music is permitted until 9 p.m.
ensembles as well as DJ’s.

We suggest music such as classical guitar, harp, and acoustic

All requests for music can be coordinated through the Inns wedding

coordinator. Various size dance floors are available through the Inns party rental company.
Beverages/Alcohol
Wine, champagne and beer can be purchased through the Inns ABC license or if preferred the
ability to bring their own wine for a corkage charge. Please discuss your options with the event
coordinator.
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